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Abstract-A curve in (Z,T,gNo, UN,)-pmameter space of degenerate Hopf bifurcation for the 
Hodgkin-Huxley model is described. The curve includes all six of the “doubly degenerate” points 
from our earlier work [1,2]. The curve includes one special point at which m = 1, where m is the modal 
parameter. The recognition problem for the singularity at this point is solved. Assuming that the 
parameters (T, gNar VNa) provide a versa1 unfolding, all previously known types of Hopf bifurcation 
behavior in the Hodgkin-Huxley system will be exhibited for (T, gNa, VNa) in a neighborhood of their 
values at this point. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The Hodgkin-Huxley model (see the Appendix) is of the form 
$ = F(X,Y) 
where X, F are in R4, and v = (I,T,gNarvNa), and F is smooth. We call vc a point of Hopf 
biifircution for the system if the Jacobian of the system at the corresponding stationary point X, 
is nonsingular and has a single pure imaginary pair of eigenvalues, each simple. Local families 
of periodic solutions are found [l-3] in terms of solutions of an algebraic b+rcation equation 
zr(u, v) = 0 where u = x2 and r(u, v) is defined and sufficiently smooth for all (u, v) in some 
neighborhood of (0, vc). We select X = I - I” = vi - vf as the bifurcation parameter. Degenerate 
Hopf bifurcation occurs when either rx (0, vc) = 0, or rU(O, vc) = 0, or both. When both conditions 
hold, we write li” = ydd for “doubly degenerate.” In [l], we found three such points with VNa = 110 
and in [2], three such points with gNa = 115. Here we allow both VNa and gNa to vary and 
construct a doubly degenerate curve in R4 on which lies the special point. 
2. METHODS 
The various types of degenerate Hopf bifurcation can be classified by methods of singularity 
theory [3]. This requires knowing partial derivatives of r at u = X = 0. The formula 
(f->” (7&)‘r(U,v) = -Ic! (&)‘Re(ck(v)) 
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at u = 0, v = vc relates partial derivatives of r to the coefficients Q(V) of the Poincare-Birkhoff 
normal form, which we compute as in [2] using our code for arbitrary order Hopf bifurcation 
computations. Each finite point u dd = (I,T,gNa,21Na) on the curve satisfies 
T (0, Vdd) = 7.A (0, .dd) = T, (0, Vdd) = 0. 
Individual points on the curve were computed by solving these equations with fixed T, for 
(I,gNa,VNagNa), the product VNagNa regarded as single parameter. Simple continuation with 
respect to T was used to construct the curve. The special point Y(‘) = (I(‘),T(l),g$L, vci) 
satisfies in addition 
(TUX (0, Y(i)))2 = T,, (0, V(i)) TAX (0, Y(l)) , 
and was computed by solving r = T, = TA = rtA - r,,rxx = 0 simultaneously. 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
It happens that the temperature T is strictly monotonic along the doubly degenerate curve 
in R4, so we chose to plot the corresponding I,gNa,VNa as functions of T. These are as the 
top three graphs in Figure 1. The plot of Z)Na versus T shows vertical asymptotes at the three 
values of T such that gNa = 0. In the Hodgkin-Huxley model, UN, appears only through the 
product VN&Na. If the product VN&?Na itself is used in place of the parameter VNa, and a 
curve of doubly degenerate (1, T, gNa, vNagNa) is constructed, then this curve is continuous: see 
the plot of ‘UN&Na versus T. The intersections of the plot of VNa versus T with the “classical” 
value UN, = 110 correspond to the three doubly degenerate points studied in [il. Similarly, 
the intersections of the plot of gNa with the value gNa = 115 correspond to the three doubly 
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Figure 1. Curves (I(T), gNa(T), vnra(T)) of doubly degenerate Hopf bifuracation. 
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The bottom graph of Figure 1 shows 
for points (I, T, gNa, Viva) = ydd on the curve. At every point udd we found T,, > 0, T,A > 0 and 
rxx > 0. For points ydd with T > T(l) (respectively, T < T(l)) we found m > 1 (respectively, 
0 < m < 1) so the singularity r(z2, vdd)x is Zs-equivalent to the normal form 
(sgn(rUU)U2 + 2msgn(r,x) + sgn(rxx)X2) 2 = x5 + 2mXz3 + X2x, 
a singularity of Zs-codimension three. For T > T(l) (respectively, T < T(l)) unfolding this 
singularity gives rise to a family of bifurcation diagrams in the (u, X) plane based on portions of 
hyperbolas (respectively, ellipses). 
For the special point Y(I) such that m = 1 we computed 
1(l) = 62.1230, T(l) = -1.33380 , g;; = 12.3873, $1, = 668.039, 
with X, = (-14.1183,0.232386,0.537976,0.169227). At ~(~1 we found 
r ‘lLU = 1.71770 x lo@, r,x = 9.48689 x 10m6, rxx = 5.23962 x 10m5, 
r zlUU = 1.47444 x 10-s, rUUx = 2.64085 x lo-‘, 
r,xx = 1.46862 x 10w6, rxxx = -1.57682 x 10V6. 
We also computed (as in [3, Table 5.31) r,,, = &r(vei,vez) where 
(-rd, ruu ) (e1,e2) = d_ 
is the direction in the (u, X) plane such that r,, = 0 and es > 0. We found rvV,, = -2.39094x IO-s. 
The singularity r(x2, v(‘))x is therefore Zs-equivalent to the normal form 
(sgn(rVV,)u3 + sgn(r,,)u2 + 2sgn(r,x)Xu + sgn(rxx)X2) x = -x7 + x5 + 2Xx3 + X2x, 
form (9) of [3, Table 5.11. This solves the recognition problem. We have identified a new type of 
singularity for the Hodgkin-Huxley system, of Zz-codimension three, which arises as the degen- 
erate case m = 1 of the previously studied singularities. 
We therefore infer that at (T,vNa,gNa) in any sufficiently small neighborhood of (T(l),v$i, 
g::), the bifurcation diagram for the Hodgkin-Huxley system will be qualitatively similar to one 
of the eight given in [3, p. 282, Figure 8.11. Diagrams (6) and (7) differ from any obtained by 
unfolding the singularities for m < 1 or for m > 1. Diagram (6) in particular shows both an 
“elliptical” isolated branch, similar to the “low temperature isolas” of [1,2], and a locally isolated 
branch, similar to the “hyperbolic” branches typically obtained for higher temperatures. All 
eight diagrams show coexistence of both stable and unstable periodic solutions, and arguments 
similar to those in [1,2] may be presented about orbits “‘jumping” between stable solutions as the 
current stimulus 1 is varied. 
Although we have not solved the unfolding problem, namely verifying that three parameters 
T, vNa and gNa themselves provide a versa1 unfolding of the degeneracy, we consider this very 
likely. If so, then every type of qualitatively different bifurcation behavior shown in [3, p. 2821 can 
be obtained for some (T, vNar gNa) sufficiently close to (T(l), vc:, 9::). This collection includes 
representatives of every previously known type of Hopf bifurcation behavior in the Hodgkin- 
Huxley system. 
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APPENDIX 
The Hodgkin-Huxley model is the ordinary differential system 
dv 
CM-& = G(v, m, n, h) + 1, 
2 = [(I - ~>%n(V> - w%n(v)l~, 
$ = [(I - n>%(v) - N%L(v)lQl, 
f = [(l - h)@&(v) - hPh(V)]\k. 
Here G(v, m, n, h) = gNam3h(vNa - v) - 36n4(v + 12) + 0.3(Cl0 - v), CM = 1, !I! = 3@‘-6.3)/10, 
a,(v) = ip(-0.1~ + 2.5), /L(v) = 4e+‘/18, a,(v) = O.l@(-0.1~ + l), pn(v) = e-V/80/8, (Ye = 
0.07e-V/20 and @h(v) = l/[l + e-“.1v+3 ] where Q(z) is the continuous extension of z/(ez - 1) and 
Cl,-, is adjusted so for v = 0, G (0, cz,,J( %a + Pm),%/(% + AI), %/(Qh + Ph)) = 0. 
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